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Some Crucial Distinctions
in Central Brazilian Ethnology

By David Maybury-Lewis

1. Tapuya and Gê

By an accident of geography the fertile lowlands of the east coast ^

Brazil are separated by a high escarpment from the arid and comparait •

inhospitable central plateau. By an accident of history these lowlands

colonised exclusively - except for the short-lived intrusions of the French

the Dutch - by Portugal, a country with no large surplus population to se
^

into the interior and no compelling motive for exploration of it, once it ^
been reported that there was no mineral wealth to be found there. As a reS .j

the story of the tribes which inhabit the plateau is virtually pre-history 1111

the middle of the eighteenth century *. ^
Until that time they were known to the outside world chiefly thr°

the unflattering reports of their enemies the coastal Tupi. Martius was
^

first man to devote scholarly attention to them and to suggest that maib

them belonged to a single linguistic group, which he named the Ges v

1:257-8). He tended to equate these Ges (Gê) with the Tapuyos (Tapuya)
he took to be a Tupi word meaning “enemies” or “westerners” (1867, 1:283,

778). This equation persisted in the works of the other great German eth

raphers of the nineteenth century (von den Steinen 1886; EhrenreicH 1 ^
No one wrote of the Gê tribes before Martius, but a number of wPIf vVt

going as far back as the sixteenth century have mentioned the Tapuya- 1
t

accept that the Gê were Tapuya or that the Tapuya were Gê, then we ^
consider these earlier sources as providing the first information on

tribes. This would be an important consideration, for it is now fairly ^
established that some tribes known as Tapuya were driven from the Braz

to
* This paper is based on research carried out in 1957-59. I am grateful

Emslie Horniman Anthropological Scholarship Fund which financed my work a A

the Shavante and also to the Brazilian Government which made a contribution 1

my research expenses.
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interior by the great migrations of the Tupi (Saores de Sousa
*/ l587 b Metraux 1927).

Pu
^ is unfortunately, to establish exactly to whom the term Ta-
reWd. Earlier writers such as Fernao Cardim (1939/1584), Soares

0ge^°
USA (1938/1587) and Vasconcellos (1863/1663) applied it to a heter-

not
array of tribes which had only one thing in common, that they were

pr ,
uPb In fact Soares de Sousa used the term so indiscriminately that he

l9l3
a ^ included in this category peoples who were Southern Tupi (Schuller

c°ncl
’ Lowie ’ in an excellent summary of the literature on the Tapuya,

deS that TaPuya “is a blanket term like 'Digger Indian’ or 'Siwash’ in

566\ T

America ” and that it “should be eliminated from scientific usage” (1946:

as to
^ this he is undoubtedly correct, but it still leaves the problem unsolved
^bether any of the so-called Tapuya tribes could be identified as Ge.

but
SCHULLER

(1913) argued that Barlaeus’ Tapuiyae (1647) were not Ge

°n t^
Uch of the cogency of his paper derives from the fact that he concentrated

Wit
G dlfferential criteria to the exclusion of those traits which suggest simi-

into^
between the groups. The accounts of Dutch travellers who ventured

bad
he lnterior during the first half of the seventeenth century when Holland

tUre
a ^°°lhold in north-eastern Brazil mention a remarkable number of fea-

J°Ha the Tapuya had in common with the Ge. A certain Jacobus (or

tfie 3
?
iNls

) Rabbus (or Rabius) is reported to have spent four years among

princ
aPuya and later to have acted as official interpreter between them and

Tap^
e M^rice of Nassau (Barlaeus 1647:258). It is on his descriptions of

^ bfe that the accounts of Barleaus and Marcgrave (1648) are based,

aud state that the Tapuya were nomadic people who lived by hunting

sbefi
^ ^aIbering of roots and wild honey; that they built rude, temporary

Or r
r
.

S bve in, and that they delighted in contests such as running, wrestling

l64§. 9!^ with logs on their shoulders (Barlaeus 1647:250-1; Marcgrave

Wed E
^Marcgrave’s description of log-racing and moving camp could

Shav ,

aVe been based on contemporary observation of a tribe such as the

eXclu
^e - Other traits which the Tapuya of these accounts share (but not

huut \T
cly) with modern Ge tribes are the use of the earth oven, the communal

and at
the custom of shouting advice and exhortation to the village at dawn

AWge at
’ cusI°m °f groups of young men’s going singing round the

Wod tt0
and the custom of incising oneself with fish-teeth until the

Bu^ *n 0rcIer to become strong.
^bict,

§
counter indications are also striking. The ethnographic points

Wst telp
IilILLER macIe against the Tapuya =Ge thesis (1913:84) are not the

bey d0
lri^ 0nes - Ge tribes are not, for instance, invariably shy of the water.

e*Cebent
n°^ Usually make boats, but perhaps for that reason are generally

to ffieet p
W^rnrners - Nor does it follow that because a Tapuya chief sent men

W baVe ,°VLox Baro on horseback (Baro 1651:215), these Tapuya could

^
een Be. It is true that the Ge were supposed to be ignorant of the

°nsUltecj â
ever two dates are cited as in this case, the first one refers to the volume

the second to the actual time at which the piece was written.
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use of horses and that some Shavante were terrified of them only a decade ag°-

But such ignorance or fear can be overcome in a very short space of time b}

a group to whom horses become available. It is much more significant that»

according to these sources, the Tapuya used hammocks which most Ge tribe5

have not adopted even to this day.
Further, the institutions of these Tapuya, as opposed to their mode 0

life, seem quite alien to what we know of the modern Ge. Their chief, f°r

example, exercised real authority, both temporal and spiritual in a way
unlike the chiefs of modern Ge communities. He ceremoniallv deflowei 0

He
girls at puberty, a custom which has no analogue among the Ge to-day- ^
was a shaman and the technique of shamanism among these Tapuya invob tC

the use and inhaling of tobacco fumes, a procedure typical of the Tupi b 11

^
unknown among the Ge, who were ignorant of tobacco. The Tapuya brev e

alcoholic drinks out of honey, yet the Ge of today had no alcohol of any 501 *

until they were tempted to start drinking the raw spirit which Brazilian bac^
woodsmen brew from sugar-cane in the interior. Nor, as Lowie pointed ° l

(1946:555), do the horticultural rites described by Barlaeus (1647:258) seel11

to be consistent with that writer’s own description of the Tapuya as subsist’ 1^
on hunting and gathering, and they are certainly not characteristic of ^
known Ge society.

Table 1

Correspondence between Tapuya and Gê traits

Tapuya traits shared Tapuya traits shared with Ge
only with Ge and non-Ge

Tapuya traits not
with Gê

shafed

Log-races Nomadism Hammocks

Construction of small shelters Intoxicants
to live in
Communal hunt Tobacco

Delight in running and
wrestling
Preponderance of roots in the diet

Ceremonial defloration of

virgins by the chief
Shamanistic rites involvhH
tobacco

Importance of wild honey in the Horticultural rites
diet
Earth ovens

Custom of bleeding oneself to
be strong
Custom of shouting advice to the
village at dawn and at dusk

Custom of young men’s singing
round the village
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these Set °Ut tbese in(bcations in table 1 conclude from them that

°f c l
apUya were not identical with the Ge, though they shared a large number

l63
atural traits with them. An interesting passage in Herckmans (1879:366/
°ffers a clue to the relationship between Tapuya and Ge. He wrote 2

:

boUri(i
Pbe Tapuya sometimes come out of their land to the southernmost frontiers and

mUch t
1168 °f Brazil

- chiefly whenever the summers are dry, for (then) they have not
regi0ns

° *n their own country, whereas they themselves consider the southernmost
0 Brazil to be better, healthier and more fruitful than their own land ...

th0u ?hlS su§gests that the Tapuya may well have been expatriates who

Pres
ght lon£ingly of the richer forest lands from which they had been driven,
Biably by the migrating Tupi.

Wr0 t
'^H-Strauss probably had similar considerations in mind when he

le (1944
:45) ;

Ge silv ^
bere is no savannal culture. The savannal culture is but an attenuated replica of

Vllin
£ Pre 'horticultural people as well as gardeners would have chosen the forest as a

Sav
a.nn

8
]

PlaCe ’ °r staYed in the forest, if only they had an opportunity to do so. If the
Gn onl

are n°t 2n the forest, it is not on account of a savannal culture of their own; it
the because they were driven out of it. In this way were the Ge driven toward

10r hy the great migrations of the Tupi.”

for may he true for the Tapuya discussed above and perhaps also

hojq ^atn.gang in the far south of Brazil (Henry 1941), it does not seem to

^Vth F ^°rfhern and the Central Ge. Nimuendaju wrote of the Timbira
Only ^ri1 that ‘The true home of the Timbira people lies in the arid steppe:

Pecmj
6re ~ n°I *n the primeval Amazonian forests — was it possible for the

athon ?
r Timbira culture to evolve” (1946:2). On the basis of my experience

P(irtaf ^havante and the Sherente, I am inclined to agree with him.

expre
P P fbese Ge peoples are not only expert at exploiting the savannah, but

to th e r
a strong preference for it and for open country in general as opposed

bad
c
°res^s ‘ Indeed their word for close country could also be translated as

G l 955
Ul^ry 3

**

- The inhabitants of a certain Sherente village which I studied
suited

and re-visited in 1963 were occupying well forested land eminently

P^atedi
°F Cllltivation by slash-and-burn techniques, yet they apologised xe-

°Ut P ^0r living in the jungle like monkeys” and not building their villages
6 °Pen like true Sherente ought to do. It so happened that the other

e
.
vp lages which were still built out in the open suffered chronically

Patby ,'
e *r insufficient harvests. I believe that it was partly due to theii anti¬

bad 0 ibe forest that many people deserted the former village, so that it

j ?
a handful of inhabitants when I returned eight years later.

^.i
c°nld be argued of course that even if the Ge tribes had been dri\ en

ada i C°asI into the interior, they would have had plenty of time by now
i themselves to their new environment. Such an argument would in

2
M

3 y own translation from the Dutch.
Waste-di, from Ro “things in general” (here “nature in general, countryside”)

a°rrible”.
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effect discount modern ethnographic evidence as irrelevant and oblige us T

rely solely on the historical facts of the matter. Yet it is precisely the historic**

facts which are in dispute. I tend instead to agree with Haekel (1952:9' I

that there is no evidence either historical or ethnographic which would lea

us to suppose that the Ge were driven inland from the coast. It seems dea!

that some tribes were and that certain of these were the ones designated W

the blanket term Tapuya. They in turn were not Ge but were located betw6^
the well documented Tupi of the coast and the then virtually unknown

of the interior.

2. Sbavante and Sherente

The Shavante and the Sherente 4 are now two distinct peoples. The1-6

are about 1500 Shavante (certainly not more than 2000) in eastern Mato Gro:^
along the Rio das Mortes and by the headwaters of the Rio Batovi. The 330 0

remaining Sherente occupy a number of small villages in the municip'10

Tocantinia, between the Tocantins river and the Rio do Sono.

All historians are agreed that the Shavante once lived in what is nou
the

they
state of Goiâs (originally the Province of Goyaz) and that at that time
were in close touch with the Sherente. The nature of this contact is difficU^ i:

determine, however. They have been referred to as allied tribes (AleNCAs

1865:92-97). The Shavante have been called a sub-tribe of the ShereI
*^

(Castelnau 1850, 1:352). The Sherente have been described as a sub-gr° ^
of the Shavante (Pohl 1832:165 and Martius 1867, 1:275). It has been aT^e

that they occupied adjoining territories (Pohl) and that they occupy
same territory (Mattos 1875:18-19/1824); that they were "essentially olU

^
speech and custom” (Nimuendajù 1942:2) and that they spoke diifcle

languages (Martius 1867, 11:135-142).
In this section I shall try to investigate the nature of the relation ^

between Shavante and Sherente, to date their definitive separation, ah
.^e

suggest the reasons for it. This task is an essential preliminary to a compara^
.
g

study of the Gê tribes

4

5 and until such an analysis has been undertaken ^
useless to speculate about the processes which might account for the preS

differences between Shavante and Sherente institutions.
The Ge tribes have occupied Central Brazil for as far back as we * ^

(Mason 1950:288). Yet, since I have argued that the reports on the Tap •

do not refer to the Ge proper, we have no historical information about ^
earlier than the eighteenth century. They first appear in the chronic^5

^
offering resistance to the Portuguese pioneers who were opening up the Pr°

of Goyaz.

4 The Brazilian Portuguese spellings of these names are respectively Xava

Chavante and Xerente or Cherente.
5 Such a study is now being carried out under my direction by members

Harvard-Central Brazil research project.

of‘¥
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in the?Storical map of the state of Goids and its environs, showing
location of settlements

and 19th centuries.
[Scale 1: 7 000 000 (1 cm = 70 km)]
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Expeditionaries from Sào Paulo founded the city of Villa Boa de Goya-2

in 1727 and very soon the news of gold in the region started a rush from the

coast. West of the city of Goyaz the pioneers clashed with the Kaiapó, north
of it they came into contact with the Sbavante. Crixàs, Trahiras, Agua Quelite

and a number of other settlements were established in the 1730’s on the edge

of the territory over which the Sbavante ranged (see map). In 1736 GoyaZ

received a permanent garrison and in 1738 the mining settlement of Pontal

was founded deep in Sbavante territory (Alencastre 1864:41-64).
By this time too the settlers were involved in a series of massacres and

counter-massacres with the Kaiapó to the west. They were the Indians
posed an immediate threat to the city and to the very existence of the Provine6 -

In 1741 Antonio Pires de Campos led an expedition against them, togeth61

with some Bororo who had allied themselves with the Portuguese, and manag6^

to chase them away to the west (Alencastre 1864:78-80). Twenty years lat e1

there was fighting between the Spaniards and the Portuguese in Mato Gross0

and the Kaiapó were frightened back towards Goyaz, where they took UP

their previous feud with the settlers (Alencastre 1864:160) and once again

began to figure in despatches as the most dangerous Indians in the atea

(de Mello 1920a ;61-64/1760).
Meanwhile there is a reference to the Sbavante in a letter from fbe

governor of Goyaz (Sag Miguel 1920:47/1756). Following the custornaC
exposé of the scandals, financial and otherwise, of his predecessor’s administi a

'

tion he mentions an aldeia 6 established no less than 200 leagues (about 1200 kna )
north of Villa-Boa de Goyaz, which requires protection from the Shakriaba ’

the Akroà and the Sbavante. Four years later the Sbavante are bracket 6

with the Kaiapó as threatening the Province from the west (de Mello 1920b’

72/1760) and during the following decade they harassed and attacked most 0

the settlements of the region, from Thezouras in the south right up to Pom a

and Matancas in the north, whose inhabitants were massacred four tm1^
(de Mello 1920c/1762; 1920d/1764; 1920e/1765 and Almeida de VascoN'

cellos 1920:96/1774). So persistent were their depredations that the govern01

of Goyaz hinted darkly that the Spanish Jesuits were instigating them 0 11 '

Mello 1920c :83/1762). In 1773 a punitive expedition was sent against th6111

to relieve the pressure on Pontal, but it was ambushed and its leader km e

(Silva e Sousa 1874:456/1812).
Nimuendajù has pointed out that this violent hostility was not

senseless barbarity which some writers (e. g. Silva e Sousa 1874/1812) he

it to be. Contemporary conditions in Goyaz and the type of pioneer who n'a=

attracted to the goldfields made it virtually impossible for the Indians to havt

peaceable relations with the whites. Alencastre sums up the period when be

writes (1864:328, this translation taken from Nimuendajù 1942:6-7):

6 The Portuguese word aldeia means approximately "village”. It was used K
writers until the nineteenth century in the special sense of a village where Indians d‘l

been settled by the administration, and it has this meaning throughout this paper.
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ot,
"The

newlydiscovered areas are battlefields onwhich^ for a few fathoms of land if they surmise a vein of ore. The new *
^so inhuman that the cruelty of the savages cannot oear co

^ nor uave everas the clerical pasture land administered by more degenera p
en Seen missionaries of worse character in apostolic capacity

The proof that these hostilities were largely forced on the lnd^aris by
th
ft
e ^ttlers lies in the fact that whenever the central adnumstra on madman

^°rt to Win over the natives it was almost mvanab y succe ^ • tthat the Bororo were prepared to campaign with the Portugese aga
the

Kaiapo. By the end of the 70’s large numbers of Kaiapo werefilling to

^arch with the Portuguese against the Shavante. The e^Pe™
where° friend the Kaiapo had led to the foundation of the toMa

ar§e numbers of the tribe had been settled in 1778 ( il\ a e
Crixas°’^en the Shavante attacked the road to the salt mines

inVSalinas in 1784 and the usual irantlc aPPeals for 6 P^aC
ch ante in andG°yaz, he decided to send out an expedition to bring t e

Settle
them. . ...

Was h
The expedition was accompanied by a number ^ Shavante' Poped, would be able to act as mterprete .

^ were0 Wefe understandably suspicious of its motives espec a '
^Pectmg reprisal for their last attack. Its commander soon saw.that he.was

able to persuade any of them to accompany him, so e
backparies capture a lone Shavante and some women an

1 1 W to Goyaz (Freire 1951:13'}5l ĥ ital The man was baptisedThese Shavante were made much of at th P , tt retUrnedt ,
h name of the governor himself (Tristao da Cun a i

en^
•

ected to^following year to his astonished comPat™ts^J importa„t agent oftk
blm again and was from that time onwards the n 1

« Portuguese with his own people.
a Tristao kept his first rendez¬vous „

tVr S0, the Shavante s“sPlcIons died 'T
1786 only toTll them that he

still h
lth the PortugueSe near Amar° Le ‘in

and accept resettlement. He
S\jrr

°peci to persuade his people to come
them to occupytl>Mohed that the g°vernment start py

epann
t
8 “the

bargain and in 1787 hefollowing
year. The governor kept his part of t g

Leite. ThisVTi an0ther exPedition t0 meet
unawares in the hope

of
a large body of Shavante tried to take the tioop

1P

Ing them out -

nrotracted negotiations by Freire’s
r«Pon

A
thTcUS hght 15 CaSt °n

tThe Portuguese were encouraged at this
tiny tbat Shavante suspicions of the P S •

expedition as
ihter

D

by S°me of the Akrod Ind’anS ‘ Wh°
PkinaTmallel with the difficulties

°f dreters
(1951:16/1790). This offers a striking P

estabiish peaceful
r,.]

Brazilian Indian Protection Service in ry
theiratlo"o with Shavante groups in the twentieth century. At

, > n .. ■ tirallv to the Shavante and the Sherente
kee Nta

lhe AkroA were closely related lmgms
. ; i te eighteenth century.N,m«eNDaj6 1942 :1 ,2) . Xhey became extinct in the late e.g
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Sherente interpreters did more harm than good. A passion and a talent f° r

intrigue seem to be characteristic of the Central Gê 8
.

^
Eventually 38 warriors were persuaded to return with the expedition at1

see for themselves, on the understanding that they would go back for the rest

of their people the following year. Meanwhile a certain Captain José de MELE0

e Castro had been sent up north to establish a customs post on the Tocanb 1^

river and prevent gold being taken downstream to the Province of Para. B
1c

was disconcerted to find 2000 Shavante all preparing to accept the govern^

offer of resettlement. He managed to convince them that he had been ser^

there especially to meet them and assigned one of his dragoons to guide theIïl

south. Then he hastily despatched a messenger to warn the governor of
was happening (Freire 1951:16-17/1790).

The governor was acutely embarrassed. These Shavante, plus th°^
expected to arrive from Amaro Leite, would overburden his exchequer al1

^

could not satisfactorily be fitted into the new aldeia prepared for them

Carretào. He therefore sent an officer north as fast as he could go. His ordel;

were to guide the Shavante through the Province by trails which circurnnaA

gated the settlements so as to avoid terrifying the inhabitants and perhaPs

provoking incidents. He was also to split up the group, sending some to Saima '

and bringing the rest to the new aldeia at Carretào. But he got there too la * c

The Shavante were already in Pilar and they refused point blank to split U1
'

saying that they had come to live with the whites not to be exiled in SalmaS

which was an unhealthy spot and infested with mosquitos (Alencastre
334-6 and Freire 1951:18/1790). d

The inhabitants of Goyaz were somewhat dismayed when they real13"

that such a large number of Shavante were about to descend on them. H •

had had a particularly lean year in 1787 and they did not know how they ^ ^
going to feed so many extra mouths, even if the Indians did turn out t°
friendly. The governor gave strict instructions that the Indians were not

be allowed into the city which, for all its titular pomp, was little more W

a village and was poorly garrisoned at that. They were to be settled at Carre

and their leaders granted a state reception in Goyaz. He was even prepare
^

to go out personally and bar their way should his officers not succeed

preventing the Shavante from entering the city (Freire 1951:18/1790).
In the event the Shavante settled peacefully into Carretào and t

^
leaders were given as impressive a reception in the name of the Portugu ^
sovereign as the governor could improvise. The story that the Sha^a ^
descended on Goyaz and had to be expelled by force (Silvio da FoNS

1951:10) is clearly incorrect. It is difficult to see who could have expelled 1 1

^

without a major battle and anyway Silvio da Fonseca is twenty yeam

in dating the episode. ^
The beginnings of the settlement at Carretào were inauspicious- "

^
epidemic of measles immediately killed off a large number of Indians

As I shall show in my forthcoming monographs on the Shavante and the She1
"6

The number varies between 120 and 400 in the different accounts.
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^en.ed
°^ers 1° escaPe the infection. Later, since Carretao was overbur-

tra
aS Sovernor had always known it would be, many Shavante were

Sh
S 6rrec^ 1° Salinas anyway. By the end of the eighteenth century some

(l94^
an^e &rouPs may even have renewed their hostility. According to Audrin

fro '214) they were scourging the north of Goyaz at that time, as can be seen

contemporary records from Carmowhich containmany such entries as;

sav
an<^ So hied without sacraments, as he died at the hands of the Xauante

pa^s ” 10
- Worse still, when Manuel de Menezes travelled upriver from

hhe"
1 ^°yaz founh the inhabitants of Salinas entirely without provisions.

Sk iood to be had in the region was some maize, brought in by a few
Svante -

Me
who worked at some distance from the settlement (Manuel de

1800
) thg

^20;110/1801). If the Salinas experiment had already failed by

^UrtiberA, ar^er one Carretao was little more successful. By the 1820’s its

1874 -270 ,
dwindled to little more than 200 discontented Shavante (Mattos

’ -(1824 and Pohl 1832:31-2).

^g-ove
1 6 a^e^a system continued to exist simply as a bureaucratic

PaHern °f Shavante-white hostility was resumed. The

(ALENcA
e

s
v' ere involved in the razing of Santa Maria do Araguaia in 1813

h°stiie +

TRE 1864:92-97) and Martius reported that they were fierce and

It
at the time of his travels in 1817-20 (Martius 1867:270).

gp
1S 0n^ al this linie, or in writings which refer to this time, that the

^Icrence61
^

011^6 aPPears H16 literature. There is, so far as I can discover, no

Writer
6 ^em kel°re 1800. It might be supposed that they occupied the

^erefore
ln ^ar nor^l1 °1 the Province, bordering on Maranhao, and that

^eard of
6 ^>or^u^uese chroniclers of the early eighteenth century had only

historic 6 more southerly Shavante; but such an assumption does not bear
al Scrutiny.to^-vo Paes and Manuel Brandao explored both banks of the

^850-1 -1 o«
aS ^ar aS conHuence with the Araguaia as early as 1669 (Castelnau

°h a slav
1C73, Pascoal Paes de Araujo travelled down the Tocantins

ejcPedip
6 rai<^ as ^ar as Ml- 4° S (approximately) and even provoked a counter

^rorn the north to defend the jurisdiction of Para (Castelnau

MuEN;d )' The entire course of the Tocantins was navigated in 1723 (N 1 -

the U 1939:2). In 1741 there were reports of much gold in the region of

ManUei° A
d0 Sono and the country between the Rio Tocantins and the Rio

84). • ,
Ves Grande was therefore thoroughly explored (Alencastre 1864:

lhis da
18 ^earl °1 what all writers agree is "Sherente country” and to

ar°und
^^erente are located between the Tocantins and the Rio do Sono

°f Teis
a • ^° S. The customs post on the Tocantins near Pontal, which one

’hto tfie q
°A ^unha Menezes’ officers was busy founding when he blundered

krred t ,

aavante, has already been mentioned. In 1797 this post was trans-

UO). jt
° tlle confluence of the Araguaia and the Tocantins (Castelnau 1850-1 :

°f t^lerel°re certainh tat the banks of the Tocantins from the mouth

10 do Sono right up to the confluence with the Araguaia had been terra

My translation from the Portuguese.
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cogniia to the Portuguese for at least a century before the Sherente, as opp°se

to the Shavante, were mentioned in their chronicles at all.
It is true that Martius mentions the Sherente as having reduced f^e

aldeia at Duro to ashes in 1789 (1867,1:277) but he does not cite the som ce

from which he took the information and I have been unable to confirm d-

Alencastre writes of Kaiapo and Sherente paddlers in the flotilla of can°e )'
that made the first commercial descent of the Araguaia-Tocantins to Pa[

a

(1865:36-40) ; but this was in 1806. These Indians were said to come from - a°

José de Mossamedes, where the Kaiapo had been settled, and from CarreD0 -

This is the first indication that there were any Sherente in the aldeias. Previn 1^
pc

ly he had always referred to the Indians settled at Carretào as Shavante. 1

does specifically state that three allied tribes - Sherente, Shavante and Karaj a

took part in the attack on Santa Maria do Araguaia (1865:92-97) ; but one mT
well wonder if Alencastre was not himself rather confused about them-

to
page 94 he refers to a man as Shavante and on the following page refers

the same individual as a Sherente.
With the exception of Alencastre’s unreliable reports, all account

agree that, broadly speaking, the Shavante occupied the country to the
of the Tocantins, while the Sherente roamed the lands to the east. MaR'111 J
following Castelnau, located the Sherente on the east bank of the Tocaid 111 ’

from Peixe downstream as far as Carolina (Martius 1867, 1:276; Castel>-

1850-1,11:116) and added that their villages were scattered throughout d1

country between the Lageado rapids and the Rio das Balsas. This conin'111

Silva e Sousa’s report (1874:496/1812) locating them between the same rap1^’
where they were accustomed to ambush travellers, and Duro in the ea5\
According to both Martius and Castelnau they were feared as wild aI1

dangerous nomads right into the states of Maranhao, Piaui and Bahia,
ever, in the region of the Tocantins, that central artery of Goyaz, the Shav

and the Sherente were clearly difficult to distinguish.
We have seen that Castelnau thought the Shavante were a sub-O 1

^
. Lp ¡)0

of the Sherente. Pohl, on the other hand, stated that in 1819 the Sherenm

longer existed as a distinct people. Instead he gave a location for the Shava

which extended right over into what other writers had called Sherente terrio 11

^
Finally he wrote that the Shavante were known as Sherente in the east 11

po^'
aid6

Duro. Mattos had had some dealings with the Sherente and had persona

eat

uy

settled some of them into an aldeia at Graciosa; yet even he could not be
precise about the difference between Shavante and Sherente. He claimed
they were different polities and therefore lived in different villages, but

very
tbd
that

both tribes occupied the same territory (1875:18-19/1824). Martius’ vem
1^

was somewhat different again. He wrote of the Sherente (1867,1:275):
~

Indians may conveniently be regarded as the eastern outposts or fringes of
^

Shavante. They themselves acknowlegde that they are related to them al

seem to have broken away from them only a short while ago” 11
.

The sources all indicate, then, that there was some difference between

My translation from the German.
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n • tppnth century, but they differherente and the Shavante in the ear y nine
+hnographic reports do nots to the nature oi this difference. Contemporary

establishing such distinc-etp- They are so sparse as to be useless as enter < ^ and subsequentl0ns
- Besides, it seems to have struck most co ^ ishabie . Martius" 1 1 r' 1 Shcrente customs wen ^ Qnr) Sherente were

P- They are so sparse as to be userez —
praDorary ana buuo.H-3ns

- Besides, it seems to have struck most
distinguishable. Martiusriters that Shavante and Sherente customs were

te and Sherente were3ed comparative vocabularies to show t a
-.¿jm I have analysed theseTarate languages of the Gê family (1867, •

and shavante as they°cabularies in the light of my knowledge 01
, js an extraordinarilyre spoken to-day and come to the conclusion a

AYBURY-Lewis, in press). Inn§h degree of correspondence between t em V
Ssible to say that the twoact

- on the evidence of these lists alone it is no 1 ^ nineteenth century.[Tbes were linguistically discrete at the be^n , tribes were at that timeAll that it is possible to establish is t a
tbad tbey considereddually indistinguishable in speech and eus o ,
sucb by travellers andlemselves to be distinct polities and were recogm
and that the schismlr

°niclers. It seems likely, therefore, that 1 art <=; . recent date mG QRprpnte was of comparatively

^selves to be distinct polities cti^ —
s is right ana l*«** --ooiclers. It seems likely, therefore, t a 1 *

comparatively recent date m-“ween the Shavante and the Sherente was of com!*17-20.
, fnrther apart till, about thenee then they have drawn further an

over to the westernof the nineteenth century, the Shar
the dramatic anti-.. • • n,. cenaration of the trine ^ and remote in

Since then they have arawn
crossed ovei <-w —ddle of the nineteenth century, the Shava
ibes and the dramatic anti-e of the Araguaia river. The separation -oftt*

hostile and remote in5S1S of their subsequent histories - with
sherente remained peaceab Ve Unexplored regions of Mato Grosso, w 1 ®

given rise to much romanticrr°unded by settlers in northern Goias
withdrawal. ,

‘eculation
about the reasons for the Shavant

to have harbouredI have already argued that the Shavante a«
& iorcible expulsiontraditional enmity against the settlers on the g
Many writers haveVilla Boa de Goyax in the late

due to the maltreatment
u
cn the view, however, that their osp fmisdeeds and mismanageley had suffered in the aldeias. Certain '■ e

dv|J hypothesis. The c carerAnt hi these settlements made thiya" the nineteenth centurywere
a6hted administrators of the Province of Goya

d on occasion publishedaware of the deficiencies of the aldeta system
a^^ afeout it . Baratammaries of them without managing to ge J because they wei el 4

^348) suggested that the Shavante '
could not exploit,^‘ahhshed in a region which the Indians 1did md ^^ Araguaia wherehstead

of much further north between the T ^ {urther pointed out that> cou'd always have taken care of theros
for (he failure of the aldeiasi

e apriori reasons customarily invoked o a
q{ sedentary existence) i

^
§eneral (that Indians were barbarians,

mcapa^ others failed, then it mustb
Mways

apply. If some aldeias succeeded wherej
o{ any inherent^ because of special contingent circumstance ,fect in the system or in the Indian charaCt

Grably summed up in a reportl borne of these circumstances were a
,, fAYA: i857) which speciiica y- ,

Vc* Director-general of Indians in 'T'
,n the following causes.Ur'bWes the failures at Carretao and Salmas to
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‘"The choice of unsuitable locations which neither favoured the customs which hie

Indians acquire nor were endowed with the resources which they had in their prirniti^

villages; the lack of a really religious, intelligent and paternal administration; fina^
the cruelties to which the Indians of the first of these two aldeias were subjected and the

persecutions which were similarly practised a few years ago by certain subordin^1

officials on both rivers” 12
.

Finally, the most compelling reason for the extinction of the aldeias 'vaS

the fact that during the nineteenth century the Indians in what had come
h|

be the State of Goias became less and less of a force to be reckoned with ah

more and more of a nuisance to be dealt with. The aldeia system was defence

in the eighteenth century as being politically astute. It turned enemies

friends and swelled the number of “settlers” in the Province. By the middle

the nineteenth century it had come to be regarded as an unnecessary drall
|

on the public purse, and it was attacked as morally wrong in that it encourage
Indians to live in idleness as government wards instead of fending for theh1

^

selves. The financial aspect of this transition has been documented from

state archives by Lincoln de Souza (1953:14-15). He shows how interest 111

and support for the aldeias in particular and the Indians in general steady

declined, until in 1905 the state of Goias allocated the equivalent of app1
"0* 1

mately U. S. $ 30.00 in its annual budget to all Indians resident there.
The withdrawal of the Shavante cannot, however, be explained in tei^

of the aldeias alone. Not all Shavante were resettled and some Indians, sU

as the Sherente, may have been involved in the resettlement without retread
11 '“'

into implacable hostility.
Nimuendaju, who subscribed to the theory of Shavante rancour ste 111

ming from the aldeias, argued that the Sherente were only involved slight ’

if at all, in these experiments (1942:6-7); but this is by no means certain. Sn1(

^
the name Sherente only appears in the literature after the establishment

the aldeias it is quite possible that some Indians resettled as Shavante wo11

have been called Sherente a century later. In fact some nineteenth cental-

writers, and not only Alencastre, do mention Sherente as well as Shava1

in the notorious aldeia at Carretao (Lustosa 1886:38/1827; Brasil 1927:1

It is further clear that the cruelties perpetrated against the Indians ^
not confined to those resident in the aldeias. The Sherente are again a case

point. Colonel Lustosa who disliked them heartily wrote in 1827 that 1

^
were customarily treatedwith inhuman cruelty (1886:36-38). Gardner reP°

r
^j

that they were uncompromisingly hostile at the time of his travels (
1836“

and that they terrorized the region between the Tocantins and Duro, llC

feared even in Piani and Bahia (1846:298-300, 315-320).
Let us summarize the evidence so far. The names Shavante and SheL

_

nte

sah5
'

therefer to a body of Indians in northern and central Goias. There are no

factory criteria which enable us to distinguish Shavante from Sherente at

turn of the eighteenth century. Nevertheless all the sources are agreed that 5

a distinction could and should be made. Generally speaking, references to

12 My translation from the Portuguese.
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Sh to the west of the Tocantins whileavante concern Indians of this g™uP
this group to the east of it.‘derences

to the Sherente concern n ta
Brazilians from eSlavante-Sherente were persistently hostile

. a№ough there were shorteighteenth century to the middle o t e n
bbsbed with some o l 'ro

,

‘nterludes
when amicable relations were « «

abandoned their habita*me time in the nineteenth century the Shava
moved south westwards into Mato Gross_ Martius thought thatAs for the Sherente, it will be

in 1817-20. He was alsothey had only recently separated from
pushed eastwards o* ‘he opinion that they had "not

very^
long agJ quoted Sherente^ central part of their territory "\0 the east of their presentradition to

’the
effect that they had once

edly7nvaded the region toi the easthabitat
and that they had therefore repeateify (1942:94). It seems then that‘hem until the middle of the nineteenthcen^ at about the same time Sherente were involved in an eastward

both tribes were movingas ‘he Shavante were moving westwards ^ century. Since ‘ e "
d

aw“y from the Tocantins river in the ear y
and the colonists7“‘he main artery of colonization m thePwm ^^ withdrawal fromh«r settlements on or near to it, 1 sugg

o{ outsiders.
e

h,s area was a simple response to the u>
¡„definitely- The co omThe Sherente could not move east*a
the Tocantins, but they

other7 only occupying Goyaz from the south along
Bahia and the othealso coming in two other streams, one westwart ^ Maranhao which liesn°rthwestwards across the corner of»

The Sherentewere proof the Tocantins and the Manuel AlvesiGr
between the Toca>med into a region roughly correspondingns and the Manuel Alves Grande.

did retreat into, The Shavante on the other hand
crossed the Araguam rrrer““ds to the west. It is quite likely that V

noW too numerous ^h lauds between the ocan^*
^Theriddle

of Shavante intractability

,
0ius Vivendi with their unwelcome neigt> ^ was created m th *ery distinction between Shavante an

,gj vante/Sherente) n
j ng

^oly by an undifferentiated^^^tern of colonial settlernemalong,, tnto westerners and easterners 3
the interposition

Shavante

theTocantins and subsequently kept apart by th ^^ days the Shavanliv O- of my Sbavante texts
describes^ ^^ seduced a Shavacheek by jowl with the whites, Du

^—___
■ d by the Mission at SàoMlt “

A““ERT HE,DE ' f°r^°s.Mato
Grosso. I am particularly gratefulit available to me.

Gthr,°Pos 60. 1965
23
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woman, the Indians became afraid that they would be killed and their worn011

stolen from them. They therefore fled by night. Later, as they were crossed

a big river 14 a huge manatee surfaced separating those on the far bank fr0111

those on the near bank. Those on the far bank went on, but those on the

bank returned and were absorbed by the settlers. Similarly an Apinaye legen

relates how the Apinaye (western Timbira) acquired their separate identic

by crossing the Tocantins and thereby losing touch with the eastern Timb lia

(Nimuendaju 1939:169-170). Whether or not there is any truth in these stori0N

they attest to the fact that, in the mind of these peoples the Tocantins ^aS

a major divide.
It remains for us to try and date this process of separation and wi^1

drawal. Lincoln de Souza mentions that the first Shavante arrived in the

aldeia of Sao Joaquim de Jamimbu near Salinas in 1848 (1953:10-11)- ^
statement is supported by Maya (1857) who wrote that the Shavante
“new arrivals" in the aldeia. We have seen that the Shavante were repod e

^

in and around Salinas ever since the mid eighteenth century, so the influx
^

new arrivals in the 1840’s was probably connected with a general wesWa

migration around that time. On the other hand there are a number of refereh
06 '

to the Shavante as being much further to the north and east during the first

half of the nineteenth century. Ribeiro states that the Sherente and ^
Shavante harassed Maranhao from the region of the Manuel Alves Grand0

1819 (1874:64-66) and that around this time both tribes were located al°^
the Tocantins from Pontal down to the mouth of the Manuel Alves Gm11

(1870:37). We have seen that Mattos placed the Shavante by the TocaiW 1

^
in 1825. Castelnau located them between the Tocantins and the AraglU

^
in 1844 where they are supposed to have clashed with the Apinaye who occupy

the triangle at the junction of the rivers near Boa Vista (1850,11:114-6)- ^
doubt is cast on his reliability, however, by his story that the Gavioes from L a

of the Tocantins at this latitude were treating with the Apinaye to permit tn

to cross the river and thus escape the attacks of the Shavante (1850,11:1^'

If the Shavante were where he first located them, then the Gavioes would h

been moving towards them by crossing the river. It is more likely that 1

were trying to escape the Sherente, whom most authorities have as scorn'd

this part of Maranhao. Nevertheless Castelnau’s 1844 reference is the

notice of the Shavante in this general region.

ìnè
las*-

14 This river is referred to as E wawe, meaning simply “Big river”. It is nov'a ^
the Shavante designation for the Rio das Mortes. The Sherente use the same tern1

wawe) however to refer to the Tocantins. Clearly then it applies to the major river 114
s

habitat of the speaker. I feel it is unlikely that E wawe in the text refers to the L l0 js
Mortes. The story describes a time long past when the Shavante were moving mb

their present habitat, yet the Rio das Mortes is part of that habitat. Furtherm°I
'e

Shavante are accustomed to crossing it and do not see it as a serious obstacle. They ^
also have crossed the Araguaia on their westward exodus, but this river is still fam 1 g
them and their name for it is E pre “Red river”. It seems most likely then that the ^
in question is theTocantins and that the story alludes to a division of the tribe such ^
one between Shavante and Sherente.
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After that they presumably moved west, but it is
T mentioned as being in Mato Grosso. The reports of the D^ector^en
Ilians in Mato Grosso (Ferret 1848; Vieira f3/ f“te wWchrandao

1872) make no mention of tribes in the east o
c°uld be identified as Shavante. This is inconclusive since even
c°mmun,cations

of eastern Mato Grosso are with the state of Golas r"ha'V,th the state capital at Cuiaba. The Shavante had managed to move m o* n°'ihan’s-land too far west to be controlled from Goias and too far* Strolled by Mato Grosso.
middle q{ the century .Their whereabouts were known again byS

m
E«smUND0 de Taggia, a missionary from Salinas sailed up the Rm das

-
0rtes in an attempt to contact them, but the defat s o '

, ai,haes he
*raPPed in mystery and confusion. According to Couto de

863)1854 Ld returned without meeting ShavantegWEira da Cunha claimed, in a report deliver
^ cuavante villages?oi4s in 1856, that Taggia sent an emissary to on«¡of e

^
■

the man was turned back ’ being t0'd that
the

e
Shavante in Carretao.Th-

e<^ and inflicted numerous tortures on
although it isfourth-hand report seems too highly coloured to be true.J^°“ghS^e that Taggia’s party might havei come up with some mnegade

ci ante with whom they could communicate.
Magalhaesto ^Vante Were well enough known in those parts or o
oke to thenorm

t0ld in Aruana that smoke to the south meant KmaPO^smoke
Canoeiro and smoke to the west meant

Sharan^e^ sherente occurredill thdl Seems then that the seParatlon of 5
, , , that they continued toliv .

rst two decades of the nineteenth century,
. rs jn the

altv. Shavante were probably already
Goias Finallyfe* there is still a reference to them as beingm the

north^
Go as^T y

Pn I? thRT a« located in eastern Mato Grosso and wehav^^ta
l ble criterion for distinguishing between Shavante a

°i 500 kilometres.

1864
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